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Premise: there exists an evolutionary
path to large scale computation

Along the way: 
• long-distance entanglement
• macroscopic quantum states
• new phases of matter
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Atomic systems in regular lattices are intriguing systems for implementing ideas in quantum
simulation and information processing. Focusing on ionic systems, which can be laser cooled to form
2- and 3-D Wigner crystals in Penning traps, we find a robust and simple approach to engineering
non-trivial 2-body phase terms su!cient for universal quantum computation. We then consider a
non-local architecture using an asymmetric entanglement generation procedure between a Penning
trap system and well-established linear Paul trap designs, and extensions of our approach to the
fast generation of large cluster-states.

PACS numbers:

Quantum information processing using trapped ions
has been the focus of tremendous theoretical [1–3] and
experimental [4–8] advances over the past decade. The
coherence times of ions can sometimes exceed seconds,
while manipulation times and entanglement time scales
can be as fast as tens of microseconds. However, so far
approaches to scaling these systems to many ions have
met with tremendous di!culties, both in linear Paul
trap systems, where increasing numbers of ions leads to
tremendous control di!culties, and in proposed trap ar-
rays, where “shuttling” of quantum information using
gate electrodes would allow for a scalable architecture [9].
A possible solution is to separate the processing elements
(processor qubits) from the memory elements [10].

For ion-based schemes, a natural system to consider as
a quantum memory is a Wigner crystal of ions in a Pen-
ning trap [11]. Such crystals can be robustly formed [12],
and are dynamically stable, with tens of thousands of
ions in a given trap. In addition, the strength of the
Coulomb interaction leads to large separations between
individual ions, making individual addressing of ions in
such lattices a distinct possibility, in contrast to present
quantum control in neutral atom and polar molecule lat-
tices [13, 14].

In this letter we develop an approach to building a
quantum memory and large entangled states that takes
full advantage of the advances in ion trap technology for
building large Wigner crystals of ions in Penning traps.
Using a modulated-carrier “push” gate adapted from lin-
ear ion trap quantum computing schemes [15–19], we find
a fast but adiabatic method for building small clusters
of entanglement which is insensitive to thermal phonons
in 2D and 3D Wigner crystals. Non-deterministic en-
tanglement generation between distant ions suggests a
processor (linear Paul trap) and memory (2D Wigner
crystal) architecture based upon a quantum register ap-
proach [20], where the low photon collection e!ciency
from ions in the memory is o"set by an asymmetric en-
tanglement generation scheme using a weak cavity cou-
pled to ions in the processor [5, 21]. Finally, we take ad-
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FIG. 1: a) Schematic of a quantum processor (such as a linear
Paul trap) coupled via a high finesse cavity to a photodetector
system to allow interference with photons from an ion Wigner
crystal in a Penning trap nearby. b) Level structure of an
ion, with Raman transitions allowed between two metastable
qubit states (0 and 1) and a cycling transition at a di"erent
frequency for 1 only to allow state-dependent flouresence.

vantage of some of the unique features of penning traps,
such as rotation of the crystal, to provide simplifications
in the necessary hardware to implement these ideas in 2D
Wigner crystals. We further show that such a quantum
memory device can also be used directly for cluster state
quantum computation, though fault-tolerance requires
extensions of the approach to quasi-3D crystals [22, 23].
Our approach follows recent work (Ref. 24) on perform-
ing quantum gates in 2D Wigner crystals.

We start by considering a 2D or 3D Wigner crystal of
ions, rotating in a Penning trap [11] with harmonic con-
finement with frequencies !xy (in the lateral directions)
and !z (in the vertical direction). With characteristic
ion spacings ! 10 µm, tightly focused lasers allow for
individual addressing of ions (Fig. 1). Laser cooling can
reduce the temperature " 1 mK, yielding on the order of
102 # 103 phonons in lateral modes. We will assume the
coherence time of the memory states to be much longer
than any other time scale in the problem, and thus mem-
ory errors can be neglected. Non-deterministic entangle-
ment generation between two ions can be accomplished
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Inductive optimization

• Dynamic programming: 

given (approximate) optimal solutions for distances d<D 
and parameter ranges (e.g., F = [0.8,1]), find (approximate) 
optimal approach for distance D

• Some non-obvious improvements: 
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Monte Carlo simulations

Briegel-Dür-
Cirac-Zoller

Childress-Taylor-
Sørensen-Lukin

[ Jiang, Taylor, Khaneja, Lukin, in progress ]

Final pair fidelity F=0.97, distance = 1280 km
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Minimal resource 
distributed computing

Wigner crystal quantum memory: a quantum hard drive

J. M. Taylor1 and T. Calarco2

1Department of Physics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139
2Department of Physics, Harvard University, and ITAMP, Cambridge, MA 02138

(Dated: March 14, 2007)

Atomic systems in regular lattices are intriguing systems for implementing ideas in quantum
simulation and information processing. Focusing on ionic systems, which can be laser cooled to form
2- and 3-D Wigner crystals in Penning traps, we find a robust and simple approach to engineering
non-trivial 2-body phase terms su!cient for universal quantum computation. We then consider a
non-local architecture using an asymmetric entanglement generation procedure between a Penning
trap system and well-established linear Paul trap designs, and extensions of our approach to the
fast generation of large cluster-states.

PACS numbers:

Quantum information processing using trapped ions
has been the focus of tremendous theoretical [1–3] and
experimental [4–8] advances over the past decade. The
coherence times of ions can sometimes exceed seconds,
while manipulation times and entanglement time scales
can be as fast as tens of microseconds. However, so far
approaches to scaling these systems to many ions have
met with tremendous di!culties, both in linear Paul
trap systems, where increasing numbers of ions leads to
tremendous control di!culties, and in proposed trap ar-
rays, where “shuttling” of quantum information using
gate electrodes would allow for a scalable architecture [9].
A possible solution is to separate the processing elements
(processor qubits) from the memory elements [10].

For ion-based schemes, a natural system to consider as
a quantum memory is a Wigner crystal of ions in a Pen-
ning trap [11]. Such crystals can be robustly formed [12],
and are dynamically stable, with tens of thousands of
ions in a given trap. In addition, the strength of the
Coulomb interaction leads to large separations between
individual ions, making individual addressing of ions in
such lattices a distinct possibility, in contrast to present
quantum control in neutral atom and polar molecule lat-
tices [13, 14].

In this letter we develop an approach to building a
quantum memory and large entangled states that takes
full advantage of the advances in ion trap technology for
building large Wigner crystals of ions in Penning traps.
Using a modulated-carrier “push” gate adapted from lin-
ear ion trap quantum computing schemes [15–19], we find
a fast but adiabatic method for building small clusters
of entanglement which is insensitive to thermal phonons
in 2D and 3D Wigner crystals. Non-deterministic en-
tanglement generation between distant ions suggests a
processor (linear Paul trap) and memory (2D Wigner
crystal) architecture based upon a quantum register ap-
proach [20], where the low photon collection e!ciency
from ions in the memory is o"set by an asymmetric en-
tanglement generation scheme using a weak cavity cou-
pled to ions in the processor [5, 21]. Finally, we take ad-

Processor 
(Paul trap)

Memory 
(Penning 

trap)

Interconnect
(beam splitter 
+ detectors)

a) b)

0

1

E

FIG. 1: a) Schematic of a quantum processor (such as a linear
Paul trap) coupled via a high finesse cavity to a photodetector
system to allow interference with photons from an ion Wigner
crystal in a Penning trap nearby. b) Level structure of an
ion, with Raman transitions allowed between two metastable
qubit states (0 and 1) and a cycling transition at a di"erent
frequency for 1 only to allow state-dependent flouresence.

vantage of some of the unique features of penning traps,
such as rotation of the crystal, to provide simplifications
in the necessary hardware to implement these ideas in 2D
Wigner crystals. We further show that such a quantum
memory device can also be used directly for cluster state
quantum computation, though fault-tolerance requires
extensions of the approach to quasi-3D crystals [22, 23].
Our approach follows recent work (Ref. 24) on perform-
ing quantum gates in 2D Wigner crystals.

We start by considering a 2D or 3D Wigner crystal of
ions, rotating in a Penning trap [11] with harmonic con-
finement with frequencies !xy (in the lateral directions)
and !z (in the vertical direction). With characteristic
ion spacings ! 10 µm, tightly focused lasers allow for
individual addressing of ions (Fig. 1). Laser cooling can
reduce the temperature " 1 mK, yielding on the order of
102 # 103 phonons in lateral modes. We will assume the
coherence time of the memory states to be much longer
than any other time scale in the problem, and thus mem-
ory errors can be neglected. Non-deterministic entangle-
ment generation between two ions can be accomplished
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[ see talks by R. Van Meter, D. Cory ]

with L. Jiang, A. Sørensen, M. D. Lukin, 
[Harvard, Copenhagen]

Distributed computation

• Problem: apparatus for many qubits?
      – limited coupling strengths in a NMR molecule
         (frequency selectivity)
      – quantum control in limited space

[image from Janis.com]
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Approach: build a
Quantum Register

Use quantum communication
between registers

- noisy, failure prone, still OK

Have good local operation of 
a given register

Use many local operations 
to improve (faulty) inter-
register operations 



Early ideas (monolithic architecture)
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Q U A N T U M  C O M P U T I N G

A Practical
Architecture for
Reliable Quantum
Computers

Q uantum computers offer the prospect of
computation that scales exponentially
with data size. Unfortunately, a single bit
error can corrupt an exponential amount
of data. Quantum mechanics can seem

more suited to science fiction than system engi-
neering, yet small quantum devices of 5 to 7 bits
have nevertheless been built in the laboratory,1,2

100-bit devices are on the drawing table now, and
emerging quantum technologies promise even
greater scalability.3,4

More importantly, improvements in quantum
error-correction codes have established a threshold
theorem,5 according to which scalable quantum
computers can be built from faulty components as
long as the error probability for each quantum oper-
ation is less than some constant (estimated to be as
high as 10!4). The overhead for quantum error cor-
rection remains daunting: Current well-known
codes require tens of thousands of elementary oper-
ations to provide a single fault-tolerant logical oper-
ation. But proof of the threshold theorem
fundamentally alters the prospects for quantum
computers. No principle of physics prevents their
realization—it is an engineering problem. 

Empirical studies of practical quantum architec-
tures are just beginning to appear in the literature.6

Elementary architectural concepts are still lacking:
How do we provide quantum storage, data paths,

classical control circuits, parallelism, and system
integration? And, crucially, how can we design
architectures to reduce error-correction overhead?

QUANTUM COMPUTATION
Quantum information systems can be a mathe-

matically intense subject. We can understand a great
deal, however, by using a simple model of abstract
building blocks: quantum bits, gates, and algo-
rithms, and the available implementation technolo-
gies—in all their imperfections.7 The basic building
block is a quantum bit, or qubit, represented by
nanoscale physical properties such as nuclear spin.
In contrast to classical computation, in which a bit
represents either 0 or 1, a qubit represents both
states simultaneously. More precisely, a qubit’s state
is described by probability amplitudes, which can
destructively interfere with each other and only turn
into probabilities upon external observation.

Quantum computers manipulate these ampli-
tudes directly to perform a computation. Because
n qubits represent 2n states, a two-qubit vector
simultaneously represents the states 00, 01, 10, and
11—each with some probability when measured.
Each additional qubit doubles the number of ampli-
tudes represented—thus, the potential to scale
exponentially with data size.

A fundamental problem, however, is that we gen-
erally cannot look at the results of a quantum com-
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Architecture for
Reliable Quantum
Computers
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operations. Because this task is requisite to fault-
tolerant quantum computing, the ALU performs it
on encoded data after most logical operations. This
procedure consumes ancilla states, which help in
the computation of parity checks. Specialized hard-
ware provides elementary standard states that the
ALU uses to manufacture requisite ancilla.

Quantum memory
The architecture’s generality relies on an efficient

quantum memory. The key is building quantum
memory banks that are more reliable than quan-
tum computation devices. We can also use special-
ized “refresh” units that are much less complex
than our general ALU.

The storage of qubits not undergoing computa-
tion is very similar to the storage of conventional
dynamic RAM. Just as individual capacitors used
for DRAM leak into the surrounding substrate over
time, qubits couple to the surrounding environment
and decohere over time. This requires periodically
refreshing individual logical qubits. As Figure 2
shows, each qubit memory bank has a dedicated
refresh unit that periodically performs error detec-
tion and recovery on the logical qubits. From a
technological standpoint, decoherence-free sub-

systems,18 which naturally provide lower decoher-
ence rates for static qubits, could implement such
quantum memories.

The architecture uses multiple quantum memory
banks. This is not for improving logical qubit access
times. In fact, the underlying error rate of the qubit’s
physical storage mechanism, the algorithm’s com-
plexity and input data size, the quantum ALU’s
operation time and parallelism, and the error-cor-
rection code that stores the logical qubits limit the
bank size. For example, if we run Shor’s algorithm
on a 1,024-bit number using a memory technology
with an error rate of p = 10!9, we estimate that it
would use 28,000 physical qubits to represent about
1,000 physical bits using two levels of recursion in
a 5-qubit error-correction code. On the other hand,
if the error rate increases to p = 10!6, error correc-
tion would require four levels of recursion to refresh
a bank size of just 1,000 physical qubits that would
store only two logical qubits.

Quantum wires
Moving information around in a quantum com-

puter is a challenge. Quantum operations must be
reversible, and we cannot perfectly clone qubits—
that is, we cannot copy their value. We cannot sim-
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Figure 2. Fault-
tolerant quantum
computer architec-
ture. The quantum
arithmetic logic unit
(ALU) performs all
quantum operations,
quantum memory
banks support effi-
cient code conver-
sion, teleportation
transmits quantum
states without send-
ing quantum data,
and the dynamic
scheduler controls
all processes. 

[ Oskin et al., IEEE 2002 ]
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[ see talk by T. Ladd ]
Minimum requirements:

• “optical” qubit
- entanglement generation
- measurement / initialization

• “memory” qubit
• very good local control
• reasonable optical interface

[ Jiang et al. quant-ph/0703029,
Jiang et al., PRA (2007) ]
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Dealing with imperfections: 3 more spins

Robust measurement
•  imperfect initialization, measurement (pI,pM ~ 5%)
•  near-perfect local operation  (pL ~ 0.01%)

Bit verification
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[ see talk by Wineland ]
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(Fig. 2(c)).
Entanglement pumping, like entanglement generation,

is probabilistic; however, failures are detected. Still, in
computation, where each logical gate should be com-
pleted within the allocated time (clock cycle), failed en-
tanglement pumping can lead to gate failure. To demon-
strate the feasibility of our approach for quantum compu-
tation, we next analyze the time required for robust ini-
tialization, measurement and entanglement generation,
and show that the failure probability for these proce-
dures can be made su!ciently small with only modest
time overhead.

The measurement circuit shown in Fig. 2(a) yields the
correct result based on majority vote from 2m+1 consec-
utive readouts (bit-verification). Since the local C-NOT
gate does not propagate bit-flip error from communica-
tion qubit to auxiliary qubit, the measurement of Z op-
erator of the communication qubit can be repeated many
times. The error probability for such a measurement is:

!̃M !
!

2m + 1
m + 1

"
(pI + pM )m+1 + (2m + 1) pL. (2)

For example, with pI = pM = 5% and pL = 10!4, we
need m = 5 to achieve !̃M ! 0.14%. The time needed for
robust measurement is

t̃M = (2m + 1) (tI + tL + tM ) . (3)

We now use robust measurement and entanglement gen-
eration to perform entanglement pumping [26, 27].

Suppose the raw Bell pairs have initial fidelity F due
to depolarizing error. We apply two-level entanglement
pumping. The first level uses nb " 1 steps of bit-error
pumping using raw Bell pairs (Fig. 2(b)) to produce a
bit-error purified entangled pair. The second level uses
these bit-error purified pairs for np " 1 steps of phase-
error pumping (Fig. 2(c)). The overall success proba-
bility can be defined as the probability that successive
steps all succeed. We may use the model of Markov
process with (nb + 1) (np + 1) states to directly calculate
the probability of having a successful two-level (nb, np)
pumping from a total of N raw pairs, pnb,np (Ntot). For
example, for initial pair fidelity F = 90%, robust mea-
surement error probability !̃M = 0.14%, pL = 10!4, and
purification with (nb, np) = (3, 4), we find a failure prob-
ability !E,fail = 0.02, 0.002, 0.0002 for a number of pu-
rification attempts Ntot = 50, 75, and 100, respectively.
This indicates an exponential decrease in error for large
Ntot.

For successful purification, the infidelity of the puri-
fied pair !

(nb,np)
E depends on both the control parameters

(nb, np) and the imperfection parameters (1#F, !̃M , pL)
[37]. With optimized choice of

#
n"b , n

"
p

$
, we can minize

the infidelity

!
(n!b ,n!p)
E = neffpL (4)

where neff is a pre-factor relating how errors in local op-
erations lead to the final infidelity. neff depends logrith-
mically on the imperfection parameters 1 # F , !̃M , and
pL.

The total infidelity is bounded by the combination of
the above two errors [38]

!̃E ! !
(n!b ,n!p)
E + !E,fail ! neffpL (5)

where the second step neglects the exponentially de-
creasing failure probability for su!ciently large Ntot

(! 100). Numerically, we have !̃E ! neffpL ! 20pL

for the entanglement pumping scheme of (np, nb, Ntot) =
(3, 4, 100) and imperfection parameters (1# F, !̃M , pL) =#
10%, 0.14%, 10!4

$
. The total time for robust generation

of Bell pair t̃E is proportional to the average number of
raw Bell pairs generated $Ntot%:

t̃E ! $Ntot% &
#
tE + tL + t̃M

$
. (6)

This time t̃E and error probability !̃E will determine the
performance of the non-local C-NOT operation used be-
tween registers.

We remark that a faster and less resource intensive
approach may be used if the unpurified Bell pair is dom-
inated by dephasing error. Then, one-level pumping
may be su!cient (i.e. no bit-error purification, nb = 1
[39]). For example, with the same imperfection param-
eters as above, the entanglement pumping scheme of
(np, nb, Ntot) = (4, 1, 35) can purify the dephasing error
more e!ciently and achieve !̃E ! neffpL = 12pL.

To confirm this analytical estimate, we have performed
a numerical calculation for all errors from purification
failure and other imperfections. The relationship be-
tween the optimized fidelity (over choices of nb, np) and
the total time (proportional to $Ntot%) has been plotted
in Fig. 3 for cases with depolarization error and cases
with dephasing error. Asymptotically, the optimal pu-
rification of Bell pair is limited by the imperfections from
local unitary operations (pL and !̃M ).

Scaling and thresholds With the robust measurement
and entanglement generation techniques now developed,
we may consider the register-based quantum computer
design in the context of standard models of quantum
error correction [34, 35]. We map our specific ap-
proach to a general error model, in which operations
are bounded with some error probability p0 and take
a characteristic “clock cycle” time tC . Since the col-
lection of local unitary operations and robust initial-
ization/measurement/entanglement generation are suf-
ficient for universal quantum computation, their error
probabilities and operational time determine p0 and tC ,
respectively. We estimate

p0 = max {pL, !̃I , !̃M , !̃E} ! neffpL (7)

tC = max
%
tL, t̃I , t̃M , t̃E

&
' Ntot

#
tE + tL + t̃M

$
(8)
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strate the feasibility of our approach for quantum compu-
tation, we next analyze the time required for robust ini-
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and show that the failure probability for these proce-
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time overhead.
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correct result based on majority vote from 2m+1 consec-
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robust measurement is

t̃M = (2m + 1) (tI + tL + tM ) . (3)

We now use robust measurement and entanglement gen-
eration to perform entanglement pumping [26, 27].

Suppose the raw Bell pairs have initial fidelity F due
to depolarizing error. We apply two-level entanglement
pumping. The first level uses nb " 1 steps of bit-error
pumping using raw Bell pairs (Fig. 2(b)) to produce a
bit-error purified entangled pair. The second level uses
these bit-error purified pairs for np " 1 steps of phase-
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This time t̃E and error probability !̃E will determine the
performance of the non-local C-NOT operation used be-
tween registers.

We remark that a faster and less resource intensive
approach may be used if the unpurified Bell pair is dom-
inated by dephasing error. Then, one-level pumping
may be su!cient (i.e. no bit-error purification, nb = 1
[38]). For example, with the same imperfection param-
eters as above, the entanglement pumping scheme of
(np, nb, Ntot) = (4, 1, 35) can purify the dephasing error
more e!ciently and achieve !̃E ! neffpL = 12pL.

To confirm this analytical estimate, we have performed
a numerical calculation for all errors from purification
failure and other imperfections. The relationship be-
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the total time (proportional to $Ntot%) has been plotted
in Fig. 3 for cases with depolarization error and cases
with dephasing error. Asymptotically, the optimal pu-
rification of Bell pair is limited by the imperfections from
local unitary operations (pL and !̃M ).

Scaling and thresholds With the robust measurement
and entanglement generation techniques now developed,
we may consider the register-based quantum computer
design in the context of standard models of quantum
error correction [34, 35]. We map our specific ap-
proach to a general error model, in which operations
are bounded with some error probability p0 and take
a characteristic “clock cycle” time tC . Since the col-
lection of local unitary operations and robust initial-
ization/measurement/entanglement generation are suf-
ficient for universal quantum computation, their error
probabilities and operational time determine p0 and tC ,
respectively. We estimate
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pleted within the allocated time (clock cycle), failed en-
tanglement pumping can lead to gate failure. To demon-
strate the feasibility of our approach for quantum compu-
tation, we next analyze the time required for robust ini-
tialization, measurement and entanglement generation,
and show that the failure probability for these proce-
dures can be made su!ciently small with only modest
time overhead.

The measurement circuit shown in Fig. 2(a) yields the
correct result based on majority vote from 2m+1 consec-
utive readouts (bit-verification). Since the local C-NOT
gate does not propagate bit-flip error from communica-
tion qubit to auxiliary qubit, the measurement of Z op-
erator of the communication qubit can be repeated many
times. The error probability for such a measurement is:

!̃M !
!

2m + 1
m + 1

"

(pI + pM )m+1 + (2m + 1) pL. (2)

For example, with pI = pM = 5% and pL = 10!4, we
need m = 5 to achieve !̃M ! 0.14%. The time needed for
robust measurement is

t̃M = (2m + 1) (tI + tL + tM ) . (3)

We now use robust measurement and entanglement gen-
eration to perform entanglement pumping [26, 27].

Suppose the raw Bell pairs have initial fidelity F due
to depolarizing error. We apply two-level entanglement
pumping. The first level uses nb " 1 steps of bit-error
pumping using raw Bell pairs (Fig. 2(b)) to produce a
bit-error purified entangled pair. The second level uses
these bit-error purified pairs for np " 1 steps of phase-
error pumping (Fig. 2(c)). The overall success proba-
bility can be defined as the probability that successive
steps all succeed. We may use the model of Markov
process with (nb + 1) (np + 1) states to directly calculate
the probability of having a successful two-level (nb, np)
pumping from a total of N raw pairs, pnb,np

(Ntot). For
example, for initial pair fidelity F = 90%, robust mea-
surement error probability !̃M = 0.14%, pL = 10!4, and
purification with (nb, np) = (3, 4), we find a failure prob-
ability !E,fail = 0.02, 0.002, 0.0002 for a number of pu-
rification attempts Ntot = 50, 75, and 100, respectively.
This indicates an exponential decrease in error for large
Ntot.

For successful purification, the infidelity of the puri-

fied pair !
(nb,np)
E depends on both the control parameters

(nb, np) and the imperfection parameters (1#F, !̃M , pL)
[36]. With optimized choice of

#

n"

b , n
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p

$

, we can minize
the infidelity

!
(n!

b ,n!

p)
E = neffpL (4)

where neff is a pre-factor relating how errors in local op-
erations lead to the final infidelity. neff depends logrith-
mically on the imperfection parameters 1 # F , !̃M , and
pL.

The total infidelity is bounded by the combination of
the above two errors [37]

!̃E ! !
(n!

b ,n!

p)
E + !E,fail ! neffpL (5)

where the second step neglects the exponentially de-
creasing failure probability for su!ciently large Ntot

(! 100). Numerically, we have !̃E ! neffpL ! 20pL

for the entanglement pumping scheme of (np, nb, Ntot) =
(3, 4, 100) and imperfection parameters (1 # F, !̃M , pL) =
#

10%, 0.14%, 10!4
$

. The total time for robust generation
of Bell pair t̃E is proportional to the average number of
raw Bell pairs generated $Ntot%:

t̃E ! $Ntot% &
#

tE + tL + t̃M
$

. (6)

This time t̃E and error probability !̃E will determine the
performance of the non-local C-NOT operation used be-
tween registers.

We remark that a faster and less resource intensive
approach may be used if the unpurified Bell pair is dom-
inated by dephasing error. Then, one-level pumping
may be su!cient (i.e. no bit-error purification, nb = 1
[38]). For example, with the same imperfection param-
eters as above, the entanglement pumping scheme of
(np, nb, Ntot) = (4, 1, 35) can purify the dephasing error
more e!ciently and achieve !̃E ! neffpL = 12pL.

To confirm this analytical estimate, we have performed
a numerical calculation for all errors from purification
failure and other imperfections. The relationship be-
tween the optimized fidelity (over choices of nb, np) and
the total time (proportional to $Ntot%) has been plotted
in Fig. 3 for cases with depolarization error and cases
with dephasing error. Asymptotically, the optimal pu-
rification of Bell pair is limited by the imperfections from
local unitary operations (pL and !̃M ).

Scaling and thresholds With the robust measurement
and entanglement generation techniques now developed,
we may consider the register-based quantum computer
design in the context of standard models of quantum
error correction [34, 35]. We map our specific ap-
proach to a general error model, in which operations
are bounded with some error probability p0 and take
a characteristic “clock cycle” time tC . Since the col-
lection of local unitary operations and robust initial-
ization/measurement/entanglement generation are suf-
ficient for universal quantum computation, their error
probabilities and operational time determine p0 and tC ,
respectively. We estimate

p0 = max {pL, !̃I , !̃M , !̃E} ! neffpL (7)

tC = max
%

tL, t̃I , t̃M , t̃E
&

' Ntot

#

tE + tL + t̃M
$

(8)

Robust measurement
•  imperfect initialization, measurement (pI,pM ~ 5%)
•  near-perfect local operation  (pL ~ 0.01%)
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(Fig. 2(c)).
Entanglement pumping, like entanglement generation,

is probabilistic; however, failures are detected. Still, in
computation, where each logical gate should be com-
pleted within the allocated time (clock cycle), failed en-
tanglement pumping can lead to gate failure. To demon-
strate the feasibility of our approach for quantum compu-
tation, we next analyze the time required for robust ini-
tialization, measurement and entanglement generation,
and show that the failure probability for these proce-
dures can be made su!ciently small with only modest
time overhead.

The measurement circuit shown in Fig. 2(a) yields the
correct result based on majority vote from 2m+1 consec-
utive readouts (bit-verification). Since the local C-NOT
gate does not propagate bit-flip error from communica-
tion qubit to auxiliary qubit, the measurement of Z op-
erator of the communication qubit can be repeated many
times. The error probability for such a measurement is:
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"
(pI + pM )m+1 + (2m + 1) pL. (2)

For example, with pI = pM = 5% and pL = 10!4, we
need m = 5 to achieve !̃M ! 0.14%. The time needed for
robust measurement is

t̃M = (2m + 1) (tI + tL + tM ) . (3)

We now use robust measurement and entanglement gen-
eration to perform entanglement pumping [26, 27].

Suppose the raw Bell pairs have initial fidelity F due
to depolarizing error. We apply two-level entanglement
pumping. The first level uses nb " 1 steps of bit-error
pumping using raw Bell pairs (Fig. 2(b)) to produce a
bit-error purified entangled pair. The second level uses
these bit-error purified pairs for np " 1 steps of phase-
error pumping (Fig. 2(c)). The overall success proba-
bility can be defined as the probability that successive
steps all succeed. We may use the model of Markov
process with (nb + 1) (np + 1) states to directly calculate
the probability of having a successful two-level (nb, np)
pumping from a total of N raw pairs, pnb,np (Ntot). For
example, for initial pair fidelity F = 90%, robust mea-
surement error probability !̃M = 0.14%, pL = 10!4, and
purification with (nb, np) = (3, 4), we find a failure prob-
ability !E,fail = 0.02, 0.002, 0.0002 for a number of pu-
rification attempts Ntot = 50, 75, and 100, respectively.
This indicates an exponential decrease in error for large
Ntot.

For successful purification, the infidelity of the puri-
fied pair !

(nb,np)
E depends on both the control parameters

(nb, np) and the imperfection parameters (1#F, !̃M , pL)
[37]. With optimized choice of
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where neff is a pre-factor relating how errors in local op-
erations lead to the final infidelity. neff depends logrith-
mically on the imperfection parameters 1 # F , !̃M , and
pL.

The total infidelity is bounded by the combination of
the above two errors [38]
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E + !E,fail ! neffpL (5)

where the second step neglects the exponentially de-
creasing failure probability for su!ciently large Ntot

(! 100). Numerically, we have !̃E ! neffpL ! 20pL

for the entanglement pumping scheme of (np, nb, Ntot) =
(3, 4, 100) and imperfection parameters (1# F, !̃M , pL) =#
10%, 0.14%, 10!4

$
. The total time for robust generation

of Bell pair t̃E is proportional to the average number of
raw Bell pairs generated $Ntot%:

t̃E ! $Ntot% &
#
tE + tL + t̃M

$
. (6)

This time t̃E and error probability !̃E will determine the
performance of the non-local C-NOT operation used be-
tween registers.

We remark that a faster and less resource intensive
approach may be used if the unpurified Bell pair is dom-
inated by dephasing error. Then, one-level pumping
may be su!cient (i.e. no bit-error purification, nb = 1
[39]). For example, with the same imperfection param-
eters as above, the entanglement pumping scheme of
(np, nb, Ntot) = (4, 1, 35) can purify the dephasing error
more e!ciently and achieve !̃E ! neffpL = 12pL.

To confirm this analytical estimate, we have performed
a numerical calculation for all errors from purification
failure and other imperfections. The relationship be-
tween the optimized fidelity (over choices of nb, np) and
the total time (proportional to $Ntot%) has been plotted
in Fig. 3 for cases with depolarization error and cases
with dephasing error. Asymptotically, the optimal pu-
rification of Bell pair is limited by the imperfections from
local unitary operations (pL and !̃M ).

Scaling and thresholds With the robust measurement
and entanglement generation techniques now developed,
we may consider the register-based quantum computer
design in the context of standard models of quantum
error correction [34, 35]. We map our specific ap-
proach to a general error model, in which operations
are bounded with some error probability p0 and take
a characteristic “clock cycle” time tC . Since the col-
lection of local unitary operations and robust initial-
ization/measurement/entanglement generation are suf-
ficient for universal quantum computation, their error
probabilities and operational time determine p0 and tC ,
respectively. We estimate

p0 = max {pL, !̃I , !̃M , !̃E} ! neffpL (7)

tC = max
%
tL, t̃I , t̃M , t̃E

&
' Ntot

#
tE + tL + t̃M

$
(8)
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(Fig. 2(c)).
Entanglement pumping, like entanglement generation,

is probabilistic; however, failures are detected. Still, in
computation, where each logical gate should be com-
pleted within the allocated time (clock cycle), failed en-
tanglement pumping can lead to gate failure. To demon-
strate the feasibility of our approach for quantum compu-
tation, we next analyze the time required for robust ini-
tialization, measurement and entanglement generation,
and show that the failure probability for these proce-
dures can be made su!ciently small with only modest
time overhead.

The measurement circuit shown in Fig. 2(a) yields the
correct result based on majority vote from 2m+1 consec-
utive readouts (bit-verification). Since the local C-NOT
gate does not propagate bit-flip error from communica-
tion qubit to auxiliary qubit, the measurement of Z op-
erator of the communication qubit can be repeated many
times. The error probability for such a measurement is:

!̃M !
!

2m + 1
m + 1

"

(pI + pM )m+1 + (2m + 1) pL. (2)

For example, with pI = pM = 5% and pL = 10!4, we
need m = 5 to achieve !̃M ! 0.14%. The time needed for
robust measurement is

t̃M = (2m + 1) (tI + tL + tM ) . (3)

We now use robust measurement and entanglement gen-
eration to perform entanglement pumping [26, 27].

Suppose the raw Bell pairs have initial fidelity F due
to depolarizing error. We apply two-level entanglement
pumping. The first level uses nb " 1 steps of bit-error
pumping using raw Bell pairs (Fig. 2(b)) to produce a
bit-error purified entangled pair. The second level uses
these bit-error purified pairs for np " 1 steps of phase-
error pumping (Fig. 2(c)). The overall success proba-
bility can be defined as the probability that successive
steps all succeed. We may use the model of Markov
process with (nb + 1) (np + 1) states to directly calculate
the probability of having a successful two-level (nb, np)
pumping from a total of N raw pairs, pnb,np

(Ntot). For
example, for initial pair fidelity F = 90%, robust mea-
surement error probability !̃M = 0.14%, pL = 10!4, and
purification with (nb, np) = (3, 4), we find a failure prob-
ability !E,fail = 0.02, 0.002, 0.0002 for a number of pu-
rification attempts Ntot = 50, 75, and 100, respectively.
This indicates an exponential decrease in error for large
Ntot.

For successful purification, the infidelity of the puri-

fied pair !
(nb,np)
E depends on both the control parameters

(nb, np) and the imperfection parameters (1#F, !̃M , pL)
[36]. With optimized choice of
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b , n
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$

, we can minize
the infidelity

!
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p)
E = neffpL (4)

where neff is a pre-factor relating how errors in local op-
erations lead to the final infidelity. neff depends logrith-
mically on the imperfection parameters 1 # F , !̃M , and
pL.

The total infidelity is bounded by the combination of
the above two errors [37]

!̃E ! !
(n!

b ,n!

p)
E + !E,fail ! neffpL (5)

where the second step neglects the exponentially de-
creasing failure probability for su!ciently large Ntot

(! 100). Numerically, we have !̃E ! neffpL ! 20pL

for the entanglement pumping scheme of (np, nb, Ntot) =
(3, 4, 100) and imperfection parameters (1 # F, !̃M , pL) =
#

10%, 0.14%, 10!4
$

. The total time for robust generation
of Bell pair t̃E is proportional to the average number of
raw Bell pairs generated $Ntot%:

t̃E ! $Ntot% &
#

tE + tL + t̃M
$

. (6)

This time t̃E and error probability !̃E will determine the
performance of the non-local C-NOT operation used be-
tween registers.

We remark that a faster and less resource intensive
approach may be used if the unpurified Bell pair is dom-
inated by dephasing error. Then, one-level pumping
may be su!cient (i.e. no bit-error purification, nb = 1
[38]). For example, with the same imperfection param-
eters as above, the entanglement pumping scheme of
(np, nb, Ntot) = (4, 1, 35) can purify the dephasing error
more e!ciently and achieve !̃E ! neffpL = 12pL.

To confirm this analytical estimate, we have performed
a numerical calculation for all errors from purification
failure and other imperfections. The relationship be-
tween the optimized fidelity (over choices of nb, np) and
the total time (proportional to $Ntot%) has been plotted
in Fig. 3 for cases with depolarization error and cases
with dephasing error. Asymptotically, the optimal pu-
rification of Bell pair is limited by the imperfections from
local unitary operations (pL and !̃M ).

Scaling and thresholds With the robust measurement
and entanglement generation techniques now developed,
we may consider the register-based quantum computer
design in the context of standard models of quantum
error correction [34, 35]. We map our specific ap-
proach to a general error model, in which operations
are bounded with some error probability p0 and take
a characteristic “clock cycle” time tC . Since the col-
lection of local unitary operations and robust initial-
ization/measurement/entanglement generation are suf-
ficient for universal quantum computation, their error
probabilities and operational time determine p0 and tC ,
respectively. We estimate

p0 = max {pL, !̃I , !̃M , !̃E} ! neffpL (7)

tC = max
%

tL, t̃I , t̃M , t̃E
&
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tE + tL + t̃M
$

(8)

Robust measurement
•  imperfect initialization, measurement (pI,pM ~ 5%)
•  near-perfect local operation  (pL ~ 0.01%)

Robust entanglement generation
•  Large time overhead 
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(Fig. 2(c)).
Entanglement pumping, like entanglement generation,

is probabilistic; however, failures are detected. Still, in
computation, where each logical gate should be com-
pleted within the allocated time (clock cycle), failed en-
tanglement pumping can lead to gate failure. To demon-
strate the feasibility of our approach for quantum compu-
tation, we next analyze the time required for robust ini-
tialization, measurement and entanglement generation,
and show that the failure probability for these proce-
dures can be made su!ciently small with only modest
time overhead.

The measurement circuit shown in Fig. 2(a) yields the
correct result based on majority vote from 2m+1 consec-
utive readouts (bit-verification). Since the local C-NOT
gate does not propagate bit-flip error from communica-
tion qubit to auxiliary qubit, the measurement of Z op-
erator of the communication qubit can be repeated many
times. The error probability for such a measurement is:

!̃M !
!

2m + 1
m + 1

"
(pI + pM )m+1 + (2m + 1) pL. (2)

For example, with pI = pM = 5% and pL = 10!4, we
need m = 5 to achieve !̃M ! 0.14%. The time needed for
robust measurement is

t̃M = (2m + 1) (tI + tL + tM ) . (3)

We now use robust measurement and entanglement gen-
eration to perform entanglement pumping [26, 27].

Suppose the raw Bell pairs have initial fidelity F due
to depolarizing error. We apply two-level entanglement
pumping. The first level uses nb " 1 steps of bit-error
pumping using raw Bell pairs (Fig. 2(b)) to produce a
bit-error purified entangled pair. The second level uses
these bit-error purified pairs for np " 1 steps of phase-
error pumping (Fig. 2(c)). The overall success proba-
bility can be defined as the probability that successive
steps all succeed. We may use the model of Markov
process with (nb + 1) (np + 1) states to directly calculate
the probability of having a successful two-level (nb, np)
pumping from a total of N raw pairs, pnb,np (Ntot). For
example, for initial pair fidelity F = 90%, robust mea-
surement error probability !̃M = 0.14%, pL = 10!4, and
purification with (nb, np) = (3, 4), we find a failure prob-
ability !E,fail = 0.02, 0.002, 0.0002 for a number of pu-
rification attempts Ntot = 50, 75, and 100, respectively.
This indicates an exponential decrease in error for large
Ntot.

For successful purification, the infidelity of the puri-
fied pair !

(nb,np)
E depends on both the control parameters

(nb, np) and the imperfection parameters (1#F, !̃M , pL)
[37]. With optimized choice of

#
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, we can minize

the infidelity

!
(n!b ,n!p)
E = neffpL (4)

where neff is a pre-factor relating how errors in local op-
erations lead to the final infidelity. neff depends logrith-
mically on the imperfection parameters 1 # F , !̃M , and
pL.

The total infidelity is bounded by the combination of
the above two errors [38]

!̃E ! !
(n!b ,n!p)
E + !E,fail ! neffpL (5)

where the second step neglects the exponentially de-
creasing failure probability for su!ciently large Ntot

(! 100). Numerically, we have !̃E ! neffpL ! 20pL

for the entanglement pumping scheme of (np, nb, Ntot) =
(3, 4, 100) and imperfection parameters (1# F, !̃M , pL) =#
10%, 0.14%, 10!4

$
. The total time for robust generation

of Bell pair t̃E is proportional to the average number of
raw Bell pairs generated $Ntot%:

t̃E ! $Ntot% &
#
tE + tL + t̃M

$
. (6)

This time t̃E and error probability !̃E will determine the
performance of the non-local C-NOT operation used be-
tween registers.

We remark that a faster and less resource intensive
approach may be used if the unpurified Bell pair is dom-
inated by dephasing error. Then, one-level pumping
may be su!cient (i.e. no bit-error purification, nb = 1
[39]). For example, with the same imperfection param-
eters as above, the entanglement pumping scheme of
(np, nb, Ntot) = (4, 1, 35) can purify the dephasing error
more e!ciently and achieve !̃E ! neffpL = 12pL.

To confirm this analytical estimate, we have performed
a numerical calculation for all errors from purification
failure and other imperfections. The relationship be-
tween the optimized fidelity (over choices of nb, np) and
the total time (proportional to $Ntot%) has been plotted
in Fig. 3 for cases with depolarization error and cases
with dephasing error. Asymptotically, the optimal pu-
rification of Bell pair is limited by the imperfections from
local unitary operations (pL and !̃M ).

Scaling and thresholds With the robust measurement
and entanglement generation techniques now developed,
we may consider the register-based quantum computer
design in the context of standard models of quantum
error correction [34, 35]. We map our specific ap-
proach to a general error model, in which operations
are bounded with some error probability p0 and take
a characteristic “clock cycle” time tC . Since the col-
lection of local unitary operations and robust initial-
ization/measurement/entanglement generation are suf-
ficient for universal quantum computation, their error
probabilities and operational time determine p0 and tC ,
respectively. We estimate

p0 = max {pL, !̃I , !̃M , !̃E} ! neffpL (7)

tC = max
%
tL, t̃I , t̃M , t̃E

&
' Ntot
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(8)
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(Fig. 2(c)).
Entanglement pumping, like entanglement generation,

is probabilistic; however, failures are detected. Still, in
computation, where each logical gate should be com-
pleted within the allocated time (clock cycle), failed en-
tanglement pumping can lead to gate failure. To demon-
strate the feasibility of our approach for quantum compu-
tation, we next analyze the time required for robust ini-
tialization, measurement and entanglement generation,
and show that the failure probability for these proce-
dures can be made su!ciently small with only modest
time overhead.

The measurement circuit shown in Fig. 2(a) yields the
correct result based on majority vote from 2m+1 consec-
utive readouts (bit-verification). Since the local C-NOT
gate does not propagate bit-flip error from communica-
tion qubit to auxiliary qubit, the measurement of Z op-
erator of the communication qubit can be repeated many
times. The error probability for such a measurement is:

!̃M !
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2m + 1
m + 1

"

(pI + pM )m+1 + (2m + 1) pL. (2)

For example, with pI = pM = 5% and pL = 10!4, we
need m = 5 to achieve !̃M ! 0.14%. The time needed for
robust measurement is

t̃M = (2m + 1) (tI + tL + tM ) . (3)

We now use robust measurement and entanglement gen-
eration to perform entanglement pumping [26, 27].

Suppose the raw Bell pairs have initial fidelity F due
to depolarizing error. We apply two-level entanglement
pumping. The first level uses nb " 1 steps of bit-error
pumping using raw Bell pairs (Fig. 2(b)) to produce a
bit-error purified entangled pair. The second level uses
these bit-error purified pairs for np " 1 steps of phase-
error pumping (Fig. 2(c)). The overall success proba-
bility can be defined as the probability that successive
steps all succeed. We may use the model of Markov
process with (nb + 1) (np + 1) states to directly calculate
the probability of having a successful two-level (nb, np)
pumping from a total of N raw pairs, pnb,np

(Ntot). For
example, for initial pair fidelity F = 90%, robust mea-
surement error probability !̃M = 0.14%, pL = 10!4, and
purification with (nb, np) = (3, 4), we find a failure prob-
ability !E,fail = 0.02, 0.002, 0.0002 for a number of pu-
rification attempts Ntot = 50, 75, and 100, respectively.
This indicates an exponential decrease in error for large
Ntot.

For successful purification, the infidelity of the puri-

fied pair !
(nb,np)
E depends on both the control parameters

(nb, np) and the imperfection parameters (1#F, !̃M , pL)
[36]. With optimized choice of
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, we can minize
the infidelity
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E = neffpL (4)

where neff is a pre-factor relating how errors in local op-
erations lead to the final infidelity. neff depends logrith-
mically on the imperfection parameters 1 # F , !̃M , and
pL.

The total infidelity is bounded by the combination of
the above two errors [37]
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p)
E + !E,fail ! neffpL (5)

where the second step neglects the exponentially de-
creasing failure probability for su!ciently large Ntot

(! 100). Numerically, we have !̃E ! neffpL ! 20pL

for the entanglement pumping scheme of (np, nb, Ntot) =
(3, 4, 100) and imperfection parameters (1 # F, !̃M , pL) =
#

10%, 0.14%, 10!4
$

. The total time for robust generation
of Bell pair t̃E is proportional to the average number of
raw Bell pairs generated $Ntot%:

t̃E ! $Ntot% &
#

tE + tL + t̃M
$

. (6)

This time t̃E and error probability !̃E will determine the
performance of the non-local C-NOT operation used be-
tween registers.

We remark that a faster and less resource intensive
approach may be used if the unpurified Bell pair is dom-
inated by dephasing error. Then, one-level pumping
may be su!cient (i.e. no bit-error purification, nb = 1
[38]). For example, with the same imperfection param-
eters as above, the entanglement pumping scheme of
(np, nb, Ntot) = (4, 1, 35) can purify the dephasing error
more e!ciently and achieve !̃E ! neffpL = 12pL.

To confirm this analytical estimate, we have performed
a numerical calculation for all errors from purification
failure and other imperfections. The relationship be-
tween the optimized fidelity (over choices of nb, np) and
the total time (proportional to $Ntot%) has been plotted
in Fig. 3 for cases with depolarization error and cases
with dephasing error. Asymptotically, the optimal pu-
rification of Bell pair is limited by the imperfections from
local unitary operations (pL and !̃M ).

Scaling and thresholds With the robust measurement
and entanglement generation techniques now developed,
we may consider the register-based quantum computer
design in the context of standard models of quantum
error correction [34, 35]. We map our specific ap-
proach to a general error model, in which operations
are bounded with some error probability p0 and take
a characteristic “clock cycle” time tC . Since the col-
lection of local unitary operations and robust initial-
ization/measurement/entanglement generation are suf-
ficient for universal quantum computation, their error
probabilities and operational time determine p0 and tC ,
respectively. We estimate

p0 = max {pL, !̃I , !̃M , !̃E} ! neffpL (7)

tC = max
%

tL, t̃I , t̃M , t̃E
&

' Ntot

#

tE + tL + t̃M
$

(8)

Robust measurement
•  imperfect initialization, measurement (pI,pM ~ 5%)
•  near-perfect local operation  (pL ~ 0.01%)

Further improvements: 
better collection efficiency via 
optical cavities (Purcell effect) 
— improves both speed and fidelity

Robust entanglement generation
•  Large time overhead 
      (tC ~100–1000 tL)
•  Initial F=0.9 gives final F>0.995
      (Neff ~ 20)
•  Good quantum memory critical
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(Fig. 2(c)).
Entanglement pumping, like entanglement generation,

is probabilistic; however, failures are detected. Still, in
computation, where each logical gate should be com-
pleted within the allocated time (clock cycle), failed en-
tanglement pumping can lead to gate failure. To demon-
strate the feasibility of our approach for quantum compu-
tation, we next analyze the time required for robust ini-
tialization, measurement and entanglement generation,
and show that the failure probability for these proce-
dures can be made su!ciently small with only modest
time overhead.

The measurement circuit shown in Fig. 2(a) yields the
correct result based on majority vote from 2m+1 consec-
utive readouts (bit-verification). Since the local C-NOT
gate does not propagate bit-flip error from communica-
tion qubit to auxiliary qubit, the measurement of Z op-
erator of the communication qubit can be repeated many
times. The error probability for such a measurement is:

!̃M !
!

2m + 1
m + 1

"
(pI + pM )m+1 + (2m + 1) pL. (2)

For example, with pI = pM = 5% and pL = 10!4, we
need m = 5 to achieve !̃M ! 0.14%. The time needed for
robust measurement is

t̃M = (2m + 1) (tI + tL + tM ) . (3)

We now use robust measurement and entanglement gen-
eration to perform entanglement pumping [26, 27].

Suppose the raw Bell pairs have initial fidelity F due
to depolarizing error. We apply two-level entanglement
pumping. The first level uses nb " 1 steps of bit-error
pumping using raw Bell pairs (Fig. 2(b)) to produce a
bit-error purified entangled pair. The second level uses
these bit-error purified pairs for np " 1 steps of phase-
error pumping (Fig. 2(c)). The overall success proba-
bility can be defined as the probability that successive
steps all succeed. We may use the model of Markov
process with (nb + 1) (np + 1) states to directly calculate
the probability of having a successful two-level (nb, np)
pumping from a total of N raw pairs, pnb,np (Ntot). For
example, for initial pair fidelity F = 90%, robust mea-
surement error probability !̃M = 0.14%, pL = 10!4, and
purification with (nb, np) = (3, 4), we find a failure prob-
ability !E,fail = 0.02, 0.002, 0.0002 for a number of pu-
rification attempts Ntot = 50, 75, and 100, respectively.
This indicates an exponential decrease in error for large
Ntot.

For successful purification, the infidelity of the puri-
fied pair !

(nb,np)
E depends on both the control parameters

(nb, np) and the imperfection parameters (1#F, !̃M , pL)
[37]. With optimized choice of

#
n"b , n

"
p

$
, we can minize

the infidelity

!
(n!b ,n!p)
E = neffpL (4)

where neff is a pre-factor relating how errors in local op-
erations lead to the final infidelity. neff depends logrith-
mically on the imperfection parameters 1 # F , !̃M , and
pL.

The total infidelity is bounded by the combination of
the above two errors [38]

!̃E ! !
(n!b ,n!p)
E + !E,fail ! neffpL (5)

where the second step neglects the exponentially de-
creasing failure probability for su!ciently large Ntot

(! 100). Numerically, we have !̃E ! neffpL ! 20pL

for the entanglement pumping scheme of (np, nb, Ntot) =
(3, 4, 100) and imperfection parameters (1# F, !̃M , pL) =#
10%, 0.14%, 10!4

$
. The total time for robust generation

of Bell pair t̃E is proportional to the average number of
raw Bell pairs generated $Ntot%:

t̃E ! $Ntot% &
#
tE + tL + t̃M

$
. (6)

This time t̃E and error probability !̃E will determine the
performance of the non-local C-NOT operation used be-
tween registers.

We remark that a faster and less resource intensive
approach may be used if the unpurified Bell pair is dom-
inated by dephasing error. Then, one-level pumping
may be su!cient (i.e. no bit-error purification, nb = 1
[39]). For example, with the same imperfection param-
eters as above, the entanglement pumping scheme of
(np, nb, Ntot) = (4, 1, 35) can purify the dephasing error
more e!ciently and achieve !̃E ! neffpL = 12pL.

To confirm this analytical estimate, we have performed
a numerical calculation for all errors from purification
failure and other imperfections. The relationship be-
tween the optimized fidelity (over choices of nb, np) and
the total time (proportional to $Ntot%) has been plotted
in Fig. 3 for cases with depolarization error and cases
with dephasing error. Asymptotically, the optimal pu-
rification of Bell pair is limited by the imperfections from
local unitary operations (pL and !̃M ).

Scaling and thresholds With the robust measurement
and entanglement generation techniques now developed,
we may consider the register-based quantum computer
design in the context of standard models of quantum
error correction [34, 35]. We map our specific ap-
proach to a general error model, in which operations
are bounded with some error probability p0 and take
a characteristic “clock cycle” time tC . Since the col-
lection of local unitary operations and robust initial-
ization/measurement/entanglement generation are suf-
ficient for universal quantum computation, their error
probabilities and operational time determine p0 and tC ,
respectively. We estimate

p0 = max {pL, !̃I , !̃M , !̃E} ! neffpL (7)

tC = max
%
tL, t̃I , t̃M , t̃E

&
' Ntot

#
tE + tL + t̃M

$
(8)
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(Fig. 2(c)).
Entanglement pumping, like entanglement generation,

is probabilistic; however, failures are detected. Still, in
computation, where each logical gate should be com-
pleted within the allocated time (clock cycle), failed en-
tanglement pumping can lead to gate failure. To demon-
strate the feasibility of our approach for quantum compu-
tation, we next analyze the time required for robust ini-
tialization, measurement and entanglement generation,
and show that the failure probability for these proce-
dures can be made su!ciently small with only modest
time overhead.

The measurement circuit shown in Fig. 2(a) yields the
correct result based on majority vote from 2m+1 consec-
utive readouts (bit-verification). Since the local C-NOT
gate does not propagate bit-flip error from communica-
tion qubit to auxiliary qubit, the measurement of Z op-
erator of the communication qubit can be repeated many
times. The error probability for such a measurement is:
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2m + 1
m + 1
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(pI + pM )m+1 + (2m + 1) pL. (2)

For example, with pI = pM = 5% and pL = 10!4, we
need m = 5 to achieve !̃M ! 0.14%. The time needed for
robust measurement is

t̃M = (2m + 1) (tI + tL + tM ) . (3)

We now use robust measurement and entanglement gen-
eration to perform entanglement pumping [26, 27].

Suppose the raw Bell pairs have initial fidelity F due
to depolarizing error. We apply two-level entanglement
pumping. The first level uses nb " 1 steps of bit-error
pumping using raw Bell pairs (Fig. 2(b)) to produce a
bit-error purified entangled pair. The second level uses
these bit-error purified pairs for np " 1 steps of phase-
error pumping (Fig. 2(c)). The overall success proba-
bility can be defined as the probability that successive
steps all succeed. We may use the model of Markov
process with (nb + 1) (np + 1) states to directly calculate
the probability of having a successful two-level (nb, np)
pumping from a total of N raw pairs, pnb,np

(Ntot). For
example, for initial pair fidelity F = 90%, robust mea-
surement error probability !̃M = 0.14%, pL = 10!4, and
purification with (nb, np) = (3, 4), we find a failure prob-
ability !E,fail = 0.02, 0.002, 0.0002 for a number of pu-
rification attempts Ntot = 50, 75, and 100, respectively.
This indicates an exponential decrease in error for large
Ntot.

For successful purification, the infidelity of the puri-

fied pair !
(nb,np)
E depends on both the control parameters

(nb, np) and the imperfection parameters (1#F, !̃M , pL)
[36]. With optimized choice of
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, we can minize
the infidelity
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E = neffpL (4)

where neff is a pre-factor relating how errors in local op-
erations lead to the final infidelity. neff depends logrith-
mically on the imperfection parameters 1 # F , !̃M , and
pL.

The total infidelity is bounded by the combination of
the above two errors [37]
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E + !E,fail ! neffpL (5)

where the second step neglects the exponentially de-
creasing failure probability for su!ciently large Ntot

(! 100). Numerically, we have !̃E ! neffpL ! 20pL

for the entanglement pumping scheme of (np, nb, Ntot) =
(3, 4, 100) and imperfection parameters (1 # F, !̃M , pL) =
#

10%, 0.14%, 10!4
$

. The total time for robust generation
of Bell pair t̃E is proportional to the average number of
raw Bell pairs generated $Ntot%:

t̃E ! $Ntot% &
#

tE + tL + t̃M
$

. (6)

This time t̃E and error probability !̃E will determine the
performance of the non-local C-NOT operation used be-
tween registers.

We remark that a faster and less resource intensive
approach may be used if the unpurified Bell pair is dom-
inated by dephasing error. Then, one-level pumping
may be su!cient (i.e. no bit-error purification, nb = 1
[38]). For example, with the same imperfection param-
eters as above, the entanglement pumping scheme of
(np, nb, Ntot) = (4, 1, 35) can purify the dephasing error
more e!ciently and achieve !̃E ! neffpL = 12pL.

To confirm this analytical estimate, we have performed
a numerical calculation for all errors from purification
failure and other imperfections. The relationship be-
tween the optimized fidelity (over choices of nb, np) and
the total time (proportional to $Ntot%) has been plotted
in Fig. 3 for cases with depolarization error and cases
with dephasing error. Asymptotically, the optimal pu-
rification of Bell pair is limited by the imperfections from
local unitary operations (pL and !̃M ).

Scaling and thresholds With the robust measurement
and entanglement generation techniques now developed,
we may consider the register-based quantum computer
design in the context of standard models of quantum
error correction [34, 35]. We map our specific ap-
proach to a general error model, in which operations
are bounded with some error probability p0 and take
a characteristic “clock cycle” time tC . Since the col-
lection of local unitary operations and robust initial-
ization/measurement/entanglement generation are suf-
ficient for universal quantum computation, their error
probabilities and operational time determine p0 and tC ,
respectively. We estimate

p0 = max {pL, !̃I , !̃M , !̃E} ! neffpL (7)

tC = max
%

tL, t̃I , t̃M , t̃E
&

' Ntot

#

tE + tL + t̃M
$

(8)

Robust measurement
•  imperfect initialization, measurement (pI,pM ~ 5%)
•  near-perfect local operation  (pL ~ 0.01%)

Further improvements: 
better collection efficiency via 
optical cavities (Purcell effect) 
— improves both speed and fidelity

Robust entanglement generation
•  Large time overhead 
      (tC ~100–1000 tL)
•  Initial F=0.9 gives final F>0.995
      (Neff ~ 20)
•  Good quantum memory critical
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Outlook

• Commodity good: cheap, interchangeable, ubiquitous

• Finite size control problem per register.  

• GRAPE pulses [ Khaneja et al. ], feedback & filtering, composite pulses, etc.

• Optical or other “distributed qubit” interconnect system can be faulty 
(<50% errors after post-selection sufficient; for <10%, only 5 qubits needed) 

• Implementations:

• NEED: few coupled, controllable qubits with very good quantum memory; optical 
(or phononic, or qubit-bus) interconnection possible

• Improvements

• Better code choices for distributed computing?  High-Q cavities for higher 
fidelity entanglement generation?  Cluster-state approach?
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